Abstract-When high speed integrated digital circuits technology scales down from one node to the other as ITRS recommends, a significant gain is obtained on signal speed, consumption and area of CMOS transistors. Nevertheless a specific issue occurs from the 45 nm technology node. The obtained gain on active devices is foiled by an increase of interconnect propagation delays in the Back-End of Line (BEOL). This issue especially concerns relatively long (few hundred of μ μ μ μm) interconnects of the intermediate metal level. By introducing drivers (repeaters) in order to divide long interconnect in shorter sections and choosing optimal drivers sizes, speed can be maximized. This paper proposes a new optimal buffer sizing, and maximum length to be used for repeater networks, to optimize propagation delay for long interconnect of the 32nm technology, by taking into account, for the first time, the input transition time at each stage.
I. INTRODUCTION
According to Moore's law and ITRS recommendations [1] , each new generation of integrated circuits (ICs) has to target a high level of integration. Nevertheless, from generation of the CMOS 65 nm technology node, the IC's speed increase gained on active devices is partially loosed. This is mainly due to interconnects delays increase as dimensions of interconnects are shrunk to satisfy integration requirements [2] . With technology scaling, more and more functionality is being integrated on-chip which results in an increase in the die size in spite of the reduction in minimum feature size [3] . As a result, the number of long global lines and the length of these global lines increase with technology scaling. Traditionally, repeaters are inserted into RC lines to partition an interconnect line into shorter sections [4] , thereby reducing the total propagation delay. In [5] the same idea is apply to the general case of an RLC line. Their delay models are too simplistic to catch the real performance. In these papers it is considered that since the sections are each equal, the total delay can be expressed as the product of the propagation delay of a single section by the number of sections. The delay of each section is not the same, because due to the attenuation factor, the transition time increases from a section to the following one, and the propagation time is input slope dependent and also increases. An illustration will be given in part III of this paper. To neglect the impact of input transition time on the delay causes large error in circuit analysis and can seriously compromise the validity of the optimized parameters. An accurate delay model not only reduces the number of buffers, but also the buffer size. This motivates this work to propose a new algorithm for RLC buffer insertion.
In this paper, a new methodology is developed to calculate the number and the repeater size and interconnect length which minimize the total propagation delay for RLC intermediate and global interconnect. The paper is organized as follows: in part II, we will describe the environment of the interconnection and the simulation conditions. In part III, we will show the impact of the transition time at each stage on the propagation delay. Then we will determine the length of a section which necessitates a fragmentation. Part IV describes the methodology we use to calculate the number and the buffer's size to optimize the propagation delay of long interconnect up to 600 µm. In the last part we will show the temporal and frequency gain obtained with the optimal solutions.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SIMULATION CONDITIONS
For this study, we consider a configuration representative of intra-level interconnects networks, and a typical geometry of an intermediate metal-layer. The Cu interconnects stand between two very dense metal layers, so that perfect metallic walls are taken into account on both sides of the wires. We used these dedicated ground planes as return paths. RLCG parameters are accurately evaluated by electromagnetic simulations. These last take into account interconnect width W, space S and thickness t, dielectric high h as well as technologic stack including material properties, metallic and dielectric barriers, as illustrated on Fig. 1 and Table 1 . In accordance with ITRS, the half pitch of interconnects of the intermediate level, equal to distance s between adjacent interconnects, is 50 nm while their thickness t is exceeded hundred nm for the 32 nm node technology. Electromagnetic simulations give self RLCG parameters for different width and space. In this case, the conductance G is negligible (10 -6 mS/ cm) and must not be incorporated in the model, R=6.11 ohms/µ m, C=118aF/µm and L=542fH/µ m. These RLC values are used to build the distributed π-RLC model (we use 40 cells) in the electrical simulations under HSPICE simulator. 
The minimum driver size is call INVmin. Driver size is expressed in multiple of INVmin : INVmin * x. The driver is modelled as a linear resistor (i.e. Thevenin model), the generator with an input slope of 10ps for the first section and a load capacitance of 0.284fF, corresponding to the input capacitance of a minimum buffer, is added at the far-end of each section to minimize the transition time. This permits also to ensure proper signal polarity whatever the number of repeaters n, which is also of practical utility. At last access resistances at the interface due to contacts and inter levels vias must be taken into account. According to the reduction of their dimensions the resistance of interconnections takes an increasingly significant part in the propagation of the signals. The propagation delay is the duration between the time of excitation (50% of voltage level) at the input of the upstream inverter and the time of arrival at the input of the downstream inverter. The propagation delay being input slope dependent, it is absolutely necessary to determine the delay at each stage. The increase in the transition time, from a low level to a high level for the same input signal for different length of line, will limit the periodicity of the signals to be transmitted. Consequently, fast signal transmissions (up to 5 GHz) becomes impossible on relatively long interconnects. Repeaters must be introduced to speed up signals propagation thanks to interconnect division into smaller sections.
III. DETERMINATION OF THE OPTIMAL LENGTH OF A
SECTION. Beyond critical length of interconnect sections, delays become so high that high speed signal (few GHz or more) transmission are prevented. Thereby length of interconnect sections must be limited at few hundreds of μm. On the other hand, as few paths could reach up to around 1 mm in the BEOL, repeaters must be introduced to section path into shorter interconnect sections. But the cost linked to path cutting, including drivers insertion, contacts and vias, becomes prohibitive if interconnect sections are too short. In order to refine these assertions, this study focus on nominal lengths of interconnects sections comprised between few tens of μm and few hundreds of μm. First let us consider an interconnection of 400µ m, cut in 4 sections of 100µm. For every section, we report in Table II , the propagation time (tp) and the transition time (tr) for different buffer's size. We observe that the propagation time dependent of the buffer input transition time increases from a section to the following one. The transition time also increases after every degradation due to the interconnection. A new approach is necessary. The effect of interconnect lengths on performance is evaluated for different driver sizes (INVmin * 2 up to INVmin * 8), and different number of sections n. We call tp1 the propagation time of a section of length L, tp2 that one of the same length but split in two sections, tp3 for three sections… We determine for each given dimension of buffer INVmin * x, the length for which we obtain : tp2 = tp1, tp3 = tp2 .. and so on. We illustrate this study in this paper with an example given Fig. 2 , for a buffer equal to INVmin*4. INVmin We calculate the loading factor, defined as the total output capacitance divided by the input capacitance of the buffer : F = ( Cline+ C INVmin ) / ( C INVmin *x) corresponding to this average section's length. The variations are given Fig. 3 . We notice that the variation of the length of an optimal section believes with the dimension of the buffer in an almost linear way, while the loading factor (Fig. 4) decreases with the increase of the buffer's width. For a given length, the optimization will thus be strongly dependent on the width of the buffer.
IV. SPLIT OPTIMIZATION FOR A GIVEN LENGTH.
For every given length of line, we draw the variation of the propagation time according to the width of the buffer, for the configuration one line, a line divided by 2, by 3 … Examples are shown Fig.5a for L = 300 µ m, and Fig.5b for L = 600 µm. The propagation time has a minimum value Tpopt. for n sections and for the multiplying factor x of the buffer's width. We observe that whatever the length of the line, the variation of the propagation time around this minimum is low, at the price of a strong increase of the buffer's size. If we accept an increase of 5% of this minimum value, we can use a much smaller buffer. On the example shown in this paper for L = 300 µm, the minimum propagation time is obtained for x=11. An increase of less than 5% allows to reduce the width of the buffer to 6 (Table 3) . From 400 µm, several solutions are satisfactory. For L = 600µm, three configurations are possible. All the results are summarized Table III. The solution satisfying our criterion of Tpopt*1.05 present an appreciably constant load factor , whatever the length is. If we take a loading factor equal to 10. We have then to determine two integers with n < x and such as the product n*x is the closest possible of the calculated n*x. Results are given Table IV. By using the values of n and x (Table IV) , we can determine the temporal gain (Fig. 6) obtained by comparing the propagation time obtained with this distribution with the propagation time for the line not split with the same dimension of buffer. We showed in this paper that the electrical parameters of the interconnections imposed an important degradation of the transition time at the output, therefore limited the frequency of the signals to be transmitted. With our optimization technique, the frequency performances are strongly improved (Fig. 6 ). V. CONCLUSION It has been shown that very high speed circuits of the 32nm generation require both short sections (around 150 µm) and relatively large drivers. The optimal section number and driver's size have been determined with a new methodology including the impact of the transition time at each stage. A simple analytical equation gives the number of repeaters and the size of the driver that must be used to optimize the propagation delay. This new optimization technique improves considerably the performances and makes possible the use of interconnections of 50nm in the upper and intermediate metal levels.
